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225 x 200mm oak lintel

225 x 275mm oak lintel

32mm hardwood
boards with 'v' groove'

37 x 200mm hardwood top
rail for vertical boards
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150mm Kingspan Kooltherm K103
floor insulation. 25mm insulation to

perimeter of floor screed.

75mm fibre reinforced
screed on 500g separating

layer inc. under floor heating.

RIW Sheetseal 226 flexible sheet
DPM/Radon membrane adhered

to 150mm block & beam floor.

30mm floor finishes.

Base of cavity filled with
lean mix concrete.

100 220 140

Refer to Landscape Architects
details for external finishes

Floor DPM dressed down over
edge of blockwork & onto fdn.

Oak post on staddle stone

Stone threshold laid onto DPC.

Aco drainage channel with
metal slot set in concrete base

69 x 200mm bottom rail

DPC wrapped around back of cill.
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75mm thermal insulation.

25mm SureCav25.

100mm blockwork.

15mm plaster & skim finish.

150mm stone external leaf.

100mm blockwork.

Aco drainage channel with
metal slot set in concrete base

Oak post on staddle stone

Hardwood door hung on
cranked hook and band hinges

Kingspan Nilvent breather membrane
over 12mm marine ply.

200mm PIR insulation between studs

50mm PIR insulation over studs

Vapour control layer

15mm plasterboard with skim finish

Vertical timber cover strip

25 x 50mm horizontal battens.

147 x 20mm vertical timber
cladding with 10mm shadow gap

50 x 75mm vertical battens.
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75mm thermal insulation.

25mm SureCav25.

100mm blockwork.

15mm plaster & skim finish.

150mm stone external leaf.

100mm blockwork.
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Oak post on staddle stone

Hardwood door hung on
cranked hook and band hinges

Aco drainage channel with
metal slot set in concrete base

Back edge of concrete cill
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Use figured dimensions, DO NOT SCALE.  Prior to use always ensure that the most
up-to-date revision of this drawing is being used. This drawing is to be read in
conjunction with separate Building Regulation Notes or Specifications and any
separate drawings and details that have been produced by Tyack Architects Ltd for
the same project. All drawings, notes, details and dimensions are to be checked
prior to starting work and any discrepancies are to be reported immediately to
Tyack Architects Ltd.  IF IN DOUBT ASK!

Notwithstanding the representations on this drawing, all foundations, structural
members and structural details are to be designed to comply in all respects
with the Construction and Building Acts, and all their amendments.  The
contents of this drawing are subject to advice, details and specifications from a
structural consultant before implementation. Tyack Architects Ltd cannot be
responsible for accuracy if issued from any location other than their offices.
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